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2019 has been an amazing year with The

Pristine Blue Initiative! 

 

We want to thank all our friends and

followers for participating and engaging

with us! We accomplished many things,

from attending the Water Doc Festival in

March, doing many cleanups throughout

summer, starting our podcast to hosting

film screenings and collaborating with

many partner organizations, 2019 has

been amazing.
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We at The Pristine Blue Initiative are a Toronto-based youth initiative dedicated to bringing

together a team of like-minded individuals who want to do their part in conserving our blue

planet. Our primary focus revolves around promoting ocean, lake and river conservation with

sound environmental policy in Toronto. Our organization highlights issues surrounding marine

life and marine habitat such as the decline of marine wildlife, the rampant pollution of our

water bodies, promoting marine literacy among the urban audience, and raising awareness on

environmental laws that are critical to our marine health.

 

About The Pristine Blue Initiative

With the lack of youth representation around

marine conservation efforts, The Pristine Blue

Initiative provides a unique youth perspective

on the issues surrounding marine protection

and conservation. We are committed to

advancing youth empowerment and

advocacy amidst a growing need for critical

environmental stewardship for the

generations who stand to inherit the

negative externalities from our current

approach to preserving the marine

ecosystem and its resources.

 

In particular, our organization strives to

highlight various issues affecting marine life

and marine habitat ranging from the decline

of marine wildlife, the rampant pollution of

our water bodies to promoting marine

literacy among the urban audience, and

raising awareness on environmental

legislations concerning Toronto’s water

bodies.
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Cathy Xu 
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The Pristine Blue Initiative aims to raise

public awareness on the importance of

marine conservation and marine

ecosystem especially within Toronto urban

communities. The lack of public

awareness on human impact on marine

ecosystems is a huge concern as it is

closely intertwined with our own health

and well-being, including our social

economic development. 

Our Goal 

Objectives

With the advent of climate change,

understanding the interdependence between

marine environments and human well-being is

increasingly important. The Pristine Blue

Initiative therefore, employs a multifaceted

approach to addressing this problem to

achieve our goal; by initiating different types

of programs that are dynamic, educational

and designed to enhance agency around

marine environmental protection and

sustainable practices.

To host and facilitate different events to

closely engage the Toronto public

especially youth on marine conservation.

We envision success as having about 100

youths joining us 

Host a bi-monthly podcast program to

highlight many marine related issues

specific to the Greater Toronto Area

(GTA); with topics mainly revolving around

the negative impacts of winter road salt

on local waterways and aquatic life, the

potential damage to the environment and

human health that can be caused by

aging sewage infrastructure in cities and

many more related issues as they come

up.

Engage public participation in marine

conservation by leading and facilitating

shoreline cleanups along Lake Ontario with

the public. Our team will be educating them

on the importance of protecting our

shorelines, highlighting some of the common

items littered as well as sustainable

consumption practices.

Partner with local libraries and high schools to

provide educational workshops on the

importance of marine conservation through

videos, stories and presentations.

Develop our website into an informative

database for anyone seeking comprehensive

information on marine issues in the GTA.

Engage over 1000 people through our social

media platform and Pristine Blue Initiative

website.
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Our Partners



Outreach event at the Water

Docs Festival 

 

Projects and Collaborations

The Pristine Blue Initiative team tabled at

the Water Doc Festival and spoke to the

visitors regarding our shoreline cleanups

and podcast. The team interacted with

around 30 people throughout the evening.

 

Our Executive Director Da Chen, who was

invited to be a mentor for the Pitch It

Green’s Business Conference, facilitated a

group dialogue involving high school

students as they discussed and created a

green business idea to address the problem

of marine plastic.

 

Mentorship at the Pitch it Green-

Green Business Conference 
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November 15, 2019 (Da)

March 22, 2019 (Da, Sarah)



Sarah had a chance to participate in a climate change discussion with University

of Toronto students and members of the community who have a vested interest in

climate change. Sarah introduced the Pristine Blue Initiative and the types of

activities hosted. The audience had positive feedback and were looking forward

to hearing more about participation in future activities such as shoreline cleanups

in spring of 2020. The climate change discussion was hosted alongside

Sustainable Scarberians and the Green Up Initiative. Did we mention there were

free reusable goodies?

Projects and Collaborations

Climate Action Discussion workshop with 

the Sustainable Scarberians
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November 24, 2019 (Sarah)



One of our focal programs at the Pristine Blue

Initiative is leading shoreline cleanups around the

Greater Toronto Area (GTA). We use this

opportunity to engage GTA residents of all

stripes in helping clean up shoreline litter and

explore the great outdoors sprawling across GTA

from the various parks adorned with marine

habitats from ravines, valleys and beaches. 

 

The shoreline cleanups we find, are not only

bringing attention to the issues of indiscriminate

littering around our shorelines but also facilitates

discussions about what these beautiful natural

environment means to GTA youths. The Pristine

Blue Initiative and its friends have organized and

collaborated with great organizations this year to

bring together youths for four shoreline cleanups

across the GTA.

The Pristine Blue Initiative and a few fantastic

friends took on a shoreline cleanup at the

Morningside Park on a lovely Sunday morning.

With plenty of sunshine and parking, everyone

enjoyed the Morningside Park with its

Highland Creek running through it. Within the

two-hour excursion, we were able to collect 4

bags of litter with significant amounts of

plastic waste, cigarette butts and beverage

cans which really speaks to the large scale

plastic waste in our communities. Rain

showers were forecasted that day but luckily

we finished collecting waste just as soon as

the showers started! This is definitely a park

we will want to revisit in the future.
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Shoreline Cleanups

First Cleanup of the year at 

Morningside Park, Scarborough, ON

 May 2019

Item                          

balloon                     

beverage can            

bottle cap                 

cigarette butt            

clothing or shoes    

coffee cup                

container                  

food wrapper                   

glass bottle                  

other      

other packaging                          

   

             

 Quantity

3

28

104

65

5

 24

10

50

21

1

110

 

Item 

paper                                   

personal hygiene                   

plastic bag                   

plastic bottle                   

plastic cup                 

six pack holder                    

straw                                 

tiny plastic or foam              

toy                                     

utensil                    

Quantity

20

6

42

8

12

1

13

89

4

12

Recorded Litter Content
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Shoreline Cleanups

Our shoreline cleanup at the Birkdale

Ravine/Park took on us an adventure in the

beautiful park on this hot summer day. With

the park trail being noticeably clean, our

courageous team of organizers and friends

collected litter along the banks which housed

majority of the garage we gathered. 

Shopping Carts and Rubber Mats at

Birkdale Ravine/Park, Scarborough, ON

 June 2019

Along significant amounts of plastic bags

and food wrappers, out team were

amazed to find a metal shopping cart

and a rubber mat. This cleanup was a

lesson for us to strive for more than what

is easily accessible to us and expand our

capabilities. 

The Pristine Blue Initiative took on a shoreline

cleanup at L’Amoreaux Park (the north

portion) on a gorgeous Saturday morning.

Three members of the team worked together

picking up garbage while one member tallied

the garbage types on the data card. The

team found many cigarette butts

(approximately 85) in the park, especially

around park benches! 

Cleanup at L’Amoreaux Park (North)

 August 2019
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Shoreline Cleanups

The Pristine Blue Initiative team volunteered

at the Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup at

the Rouge National Urban Park. The team led

groups of other volunteers and collected

hundreds of pounds of garbage off the

beach. One of our memorable moments

include local residents and visitors who

stopped to chat with us and helped pickup

garbage during their walk.

Shoreline Cleanup at Rouge National

Urban Park

 September 21, 2019
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Movie Screenings

The Pristine Blue Initiative team hosted its first

ever movie screening through a collaboration

with the UTSC Parks Canada Campus Club.

The film that everyone watched was Into the

Gyre. It was a movie about an expedition into

the Great Pacific Garbage Patch and what

the expedition discovered. Afterward, the

students engaged in discussion about what

everyone can do to reduce their impacts on

the environment.

Into the Gyre

 November 8, 2018

The Pristine Blue Initiative held its second film

screening with the UTSC Parks Canada

Campus Club. The film was titled Sonic Sea,

which discussed the impact of sound pollution

on marine life which was very informative and

brought attention to an issue often

overlooked.

 

Sonic Sea

 November 14, 2019
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Online Platforms and Engagement

Social media has become an important tool for

us to update and cultivate interest within our

local community on events and resources that

our team finds online in the environmental

sphere. The amount of likes on our Facebook and

Instagram accounts are crucial to establishing

brand awareness among interested youth.

Since January 2019, we have amounted to over

400 posts on our Facebook page through

external resources and our own individualized

content from our team members and hosting

events. We have gained 70+ likes on our

Facebook page, which signifies steady

engagement and exposure beyond our initial

audience. Compared to our posts in which we

share third-party resources, we noticed that

our audience reach is more engaging when we

publish photos of our cleanup events, leading

to a 25% increased audience reach.

Facebook:

 

Total Likes: 218 Total Followers: 168

Currently, there are 168 followers on The

Pristine Blue Initiative Instagram page.

Since January 2019, we have made 21

posts on our Instagram page highlighting

our team members, promoting our events

and highlight special days.

Instagram:

 



With this knowledge to to maintain our social

media traction, we believe we can reach at

least 250 page likes by the end of 2020.

Facebook’s new News Feed algorithm has

made competition for online space more

intense and is currently one of our challenges

we face for this year and beyond. 

 

We understand that engaging our existing

audience with our posts through likes and

comments will depend on new people that join

our online community. Thus, we plan on

scheduling our posting and evaluating the

quality and eye-catching appeal of our posts

before they go live to improve our organic

reach. In turn, this will facilitate discussion and

awareness, minimize turnover and encourage a

self-reinforcing engagement process.
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Online Platforms and Engagement

Overall

Currently, there are 168 followers on The

Pristine Blue Initiative Instagram page. Since

January 2019, we have made 21 posts on our

Instagram page highlighting our team

members, promoting our events and highlight

special days.
Total Post Reach:              5,415

Total Post Engagement:    1,837
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Our Blog

The Pristine Blue Initiative Blog is a platform

specially created to give voice to GTA youths and

their take on the marine issues affecting us

today. With emphasis on marine literacy Our blog

explores marine issues with emphasis on the

importance of engagement and critical but

optimistic approach to making a difference in our

communities in regards to these issues. Our blogs

have covered topics such as climate change and

Toronto's aging infrastructure to  rising ocean

temperatures and its environmental implications

as well as on global trade

 

Our team at the Pristine Blue Initiative had

a lot of fun covering Up Close with our

Team members where our team members

shared their stories about the ways in

which they were drawn to the Pristine Blue

Initiative’s mission to protect our marine

ecosystems and habitats. From critical

reflections our connection to nature to

stories about adventure and love of nature,

this segment of the blog remains one of

our favorites.

WWW.THEPRIST INEBLUE.COM 
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Podcast

On August 21st, 2019, The Pristine Blue Initiative

started its first very first podcast series called

“Keeping It Pristine”. These podcasts aim to

shed light on youth-related marine

conservation efforts as well as marine-based

public policy issues. This series will be used to

complement the organization’s goal of

spreading literacy on issues of marine

conservation.

 

To date, PBI has produced three podcasts.

These include an introductory podcast, an

episode on Indigenous boil water advisories,

and an episode on the Climate March. These

episodes are 5-6 minutes in length with a

deliberate attempt to keep these podcasts

concise. The organization is currently working

toward publishing marine-policy orientated

episodes on the Ocean Economy as well as

rising marine temperatures. The former is

expected to be released by the end of January

2020.



                            

 

Grant:

 

                              

 

 

Podcast           

Operation          

Administrative                         

Website                        

Marketing  and Communication  

                     

 

2019

 

 

$2500

 

$2500

 

 

$447.10

$411.45

$44.05

$160.90

$314.08
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Financial Statement

Statement of Financial Position

Total Revenue:

Total Expenditure:                                                   $1,528.70

Budget Balance:                                                      $971.3
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